Amendment in DHA Construction & Development Byelaws

It is to inform all concerned that following points have been approved by the Executive Board in 51st meeting to facilitate the DHA members:-

a. Installation of door or removal of common boundary wall between two houses in case of Blood Relation Ownership. However, in case of transfer of house (excluding Hibba), the owner will have to close the door or re-construct common boundary wall before transfer.

b. Use of empty adjacent plot as lawn by both adjoining houses in case owned by first blood relatives. However, in case of transfer of house/plot (excluding Hibba), the owner will have to close the door or re-construct common boundary wall and convert the lawn into open plot before transfer.

c. Installation of maximum 2 feet high electric wire fence on common boundary wall after obtaining NOC from neighbouring houses. However, total height of wall and security fence should not be more than 9 feet (7+2)'.